
AIRMAR PARTNERS WITH CHETCO DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS TO 

BROADCAST LIVE WEATHER DATA AT IBEX 2016 

 Cloud-based solutions deliver up to the minute weather information 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:  MILFORD, NH. (October 4, 2016) – AIRMAR Technology 

Corporation—experts in the design, engineering, and manufacturing of innovative ultrasonic 

transducers—is pleased to demonstrate remote access to real-time weather data via a cloud-

based service. At IBEX 2016, Airmar and Chetco Digital Instruments (CDI) will be 

demonstrating the CDI connectivity hardware and cloud-based software with Airmar’s 

WeatherStation® WX instruments. Real-time Tampa weather data, as well as other remote 

locations, will be available. 
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Shown above are the WeatherStation® instruments and SeaSmart™ conne ctivity 
gateways that result in remote access to real-time, cloud-based weather data! 
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“Airmar sees the advantage of providing innovative solutions to our customers and is working 

in partnership with CDI to develop a complete package for the WeatherStation® product line. 

This solution provides network connectivity (Ethernet, WiFi, or Cellular) to Airmar instruments 

and a built-out Web-based portal for visualization, analytics, and data storage,” said Stephen 

Johnson, Business Development Manager at Airmar. 

Joe Burke, Chief Technology Officer, Chetco Digital Instruments adds, “CDI’s partnership with 

Airmar will provide complete networked solutions to enable existing and new, innovative OEM 

applications.”  Markets and applications include: 

 Recreational Marine – Access the boat’s weather data when you are away from the vessel.

 Olympic Sail Team Training –  Buoys' stationed on course with 4G cellular access back to 

shore for data logging.

 Television News Van live weather feed during broadcast – WeatherStation® to news

network using CDI Ethernet gateways and cloud-based web pages.

 Remote Rescue Drones – Drone to shore tether via long range WiFi and WeatherStation 

instruments.

 Vehicle as a Mobile Sensor - Collecting and displaying weather data as we drive provides

a hyper-local view of the weather conditions over a specific metropolitan area or region.

Attend the IBEX Connect Boat event to see live demonstrations or visit us at the show; Chetco 

Digital Instruments Booth #1745 and GEMECO Marine Accessories Booth #1845. 

About AIRMAR 

Airmar Technology Corporation is a world leader in ultrasonic sensor technology for marine and 

industrial applications. We manufacture advanced ultrasonic transducers, flow sensors, 

WeatherStation® instruments, and electronic compasses used for a wide variety of applications. 

Fishing, navigation, meteorology, survey, level measurement, process control, and proximity 

sensing are just some of our markets. Established in 1982, Airmar's headquarters are located in 

Milford, New Hampshire. Visit the Company's web site at www.airmar.com.  
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